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Abstract: As the demand for distributed power supply increases, the permanent magnet generator with many advantages has
been widely used. In order to overcome the defect that the permanent magnet generator can't maintain the output voltage
constantly by adjusting the excitation current the same as with the electrically excited synchronous generator, this paper presents
the stabilized control strategy based on speed-adjusting of prime mover, that is use the rectified DC voltage as feedback through
adjusting the speed of the prime mover to achieve no static error control. This paper introduces the control principle of the power
generation technology, based on the research of the external characteristics of permanent magnet generator and operating
characteristics of the prime mover analysis of the feasibility of this control method. The curve of the prime mover's speed varies
with load obtained by co-simulation when maintaining the generator's output voltage constantly. The control strategy proposed in
this paper is the organic combination of the prime mover and generator, which simplifies the control the structure of generator set.
This power generation technology is suitable for the distributed power supply spontaneous for personal use. The stabilization of
DC voltage can avoid the requirement of constant frequency and the stable DC power supply can supply the power for DC load or
through the inverter for AC load.
Keywords: Speed-Regulating of Prime Mover, PMG, DC Stabilized, Distributed Power Supply, Co-simulation

1. Introduction
In recent years, due to the phenomenon of electricity
shortage caused by the imbalance of economic development
and resource distribution, the role of distributed power in
the development of the national economy has become
increasingly obvious. As the main power supply or standby
power supply, it is widely used in the fields of large ships,
field engineering, military demand, disaster relief and other
fields [1-2]. The control purposes of power generators is to
stabilize the output voltage and frequency, the methods of
regulating generator excitation, controlled rectifier and
PWM inverter often used to stabilize voltage, the methods
of regulating the speed of prime mover, regulating the AC
excitation of the doubly fed generator and AC-DC-AC
converter technology often used to stabilize frequency [3-4].
The traditional electrically excitation synchronous
generator set to stabilize frequency by constant prime mover
speed, to stabilize output voltage by regulating excitation
current, directly output three-phase AC with constant

frequency and constant voltage, the generator has brush, slip
ring, with complex structure, and the excitation power
accounted for (3~5)% of the generator rated capacity
consumed in the motor rotor in the form of heat, which will
increase the fault factors of the system, and reduce the
efficiency of the system. With the rapid development of
power electronics technology and the demand of the large
capacity power supply, generator set with rectifier load has
been widely research and application, at this time, the PMG
with high efficiency, simple structure and high torque
density can be applied [5].
However, PMG can't stabilize the output voltage by
adjusting the excitation current such as the electrically excited
synchronous generator, it is difficult to maintain the output
voltage as a constant when the load change. The effect of
temperature coefficient of stator windings and permanent
magnets intensified the generator output voltage changes with
load, the uncontrollable of the output voltage limits the
application and development of PMG at a certain extent. In
order to overcome the defects of the PMG, many scholars
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have studied the control system of the PMG set from different
aspects by different methods.
The output voltage regulation method of PMG has studied
by some scholars, the references [6] describes how to reduce
the voltage regulation rate of PMG from motor design
perspective. The references [7-8] introduces a hybrid
excitation control technology, by changing the excitation
winding current to change the air gap synthetic magnetic field,
realizing the regulation of output voltage. The references [9]
introduces a kind of vector control strategy to change the air
gap synthesis magnetic field by adjusting armature reaction
magnetic field to stabilize the output voltage. The method
mentioned in the references [10] is that the output terminal of
the generator provided with a rectifier, and the DC output
voltage is kept constant by adjusting the trigger angle of the
controllable rectifier.
For the generator set with rectifier load, because of the
existence of rectifier, there is no need to maintain the output
frequency of the generator constant, that is, there is no need to
maintain the speed of prime mover constant to stabilize
frequency. According to the load characteristic curve of
internal combustion, the internal combustion running on the
75%~85% load rate, has the lowest fuel consumption, lower
or higher than this area will increase the consumption of fuel,
while the prime mover speed of traditional generator is
constant, so in low load, will result in high fuel consumption
and poor economy. In order to meet the electricity demand of
50/60Hz, the prime mover speed is usually fixed in 3000r/min,
1500 r/min or 1000 r/min, and in order to meet the demand of
electric power communication 50/60Hz, the prime mover
speed is usually fixed in the standard limit of 3000r/min, 1500
r/min or 1000 r/min. However the high speed prime mover and
generator can be used in the application of this technology,
both the prime mover and generator can greatly reduce its
volume and weight [11].

2. Analysis of PMG's Output Voltage
In order to achieve a better voltage stabilizing control of the
generator set, the influence factors of the PMG's output
voltage need to be analyzed by using the analytic method in
theory, to analysis the scope and extent of the change of
generator's output voltage affected by various parameters, in
order to provide theoretical basis to maintenance generator's
output voltage constant.
When the effect of saturation of the magnetic circuit is
neglected, the phase diagram of the PMG is shown in Figure 1,
and θ is power angle, ϕ is power factor angle, ψ 0 is inner
•

•

power factor angle, E0 is excitation electric potential, Φo
•

is main magnetic flux, I is armature current, R1 is stator
•

•

phase resistance, U is terminal voltage, I d is the direct
•

axis component of the armature current, I q is the quadrature
axis component of armature current, X d is direct axis
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synchronous reactance, X q is quadrature axis synchronous
reactance [12].

Figure 1. Phase diagram of the PMG.

From the phase diagram can be seen that the output voltage
of the PMG is related to the power factor angle, and the power
factor angle is related to the load characteristics of the
generator. When there is a rectifier between the generator and
the load, the power factor depends on the type of rectifier.
When it is uncontrollable diode rectifier, the output voltage
and current of the generator in the same phase, and the
generator power factor is 1, when it is controllable IGBT
rectifier, can arbitrarily adjust the size and phase of the current,
but it with high cost and large loss [13]. Because the
generator's output voltage of the proposed control strategy can
be a constant, the diode rectifier control mode is adopted, the
power factor angle ϕ =0, according to the phase diagram of
PMG, we can summarize that:
U = E0

cosθ X q
cos θ X q + sin 2θ X d
2

− IR1

(1)

According to the formula (1), when it is rectifier load and
the saturation of the magnetic circuit is neglected, the output
voltage of the PMG is only related to the six parameters of
E0 , I , R1 , θ , X d and X q . The parameters of X d and

X q are related to the magnetic circuit structure of the
generator, the diversity of PMG's circuit structure mainly for
the different of the permanent magnet's position and
magnetizing direction. The diversity of magnetic circuit
structure determines the different proportions of the two
parameters X d and X q , due to the salient pole PMG with
the characteristics of X q > X d , with reverse salient pole
properties, the inverse salient pole coefficient γ of the PMG
is defined as:
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γ=

Xq

(2)

Xd

From the formula of PMG's electromagnetic torque we can
know that The power angle of the generator is positively
related to the load. In order to analyze the relationship
between the output voltage of the generator and the load, when
ignoring the voltage drop of the armature winding, the
relationship curves between the output voltage and the power
angle of the generator are drawn according to the formula (1),
shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Curves of output voltage varies with power angle.

It can be seen from the figure 2 that with different γ , the
change trend of generator's output voltage varies with power
angle is different, the greater the γ is, the lower voltage
regulation rate of the generator, which γ =1 represents hidden
pole generator. When 1< γ < 2, the output voltage of PMG will
decreased obviously with the increase of power angle, when γ
>2, at the beginning, the output voltage of the generator will be
increased with the increase of power angle, after reaching the
maximum value and then decreases with the increase of power
angle, the greater γ is, the tendency is more obvious. By
comparison, it can be found that with the increase of γ the
voltage regulation rate can be significantly reduced, and even
the voltage regulation rate of the generator can be zero or
negative. Obviously, due to the uncertainty of the load,
whatever the generator's γ is, it is difficult to maintain the
output voltage constant, only by reasonable design the value of
γ to reduce voltage regulation rate of the generator, to reduce
fluctuation range of the generator's voltage.
The three parameters of R1 , X d and X q are fixed for the
existing generator, and the two parameters I and θ will
change with the change of the load. When the load change, if
not change generator's no-load EMF, the output voltage of the
generator must be changed with the change of I and θ , at
this time, only by changing generator's no-load EMF to
maintain the output voltage constant. According to the phase
EMF expression of the generator, for the existing generator,

when generator's winding connection is determined, the
no-load EMF only depends on the speed of the generator.
Therefore, when the load changes, we can change the speed of
the generator to maintain the output voltage of the generator
constant, that is to change the speed of the prime mover to
maintain the output voltage of the generator constant.

3. Principle of Stabilized Power Supply
3.1. Structure Diagram of Stabilized Power Supply
The PMG stabilized power supply based on speed-regulating
of prime mover mentioned in this paper is realized by the voltage
close loop feedback control technology, the structure diagram of
stabilized power supply control system is shown in Figure 3, and
1 is prime mover, 2 is PMG, 3 is uncontrollable diode rectifier, 4
is inverter, 5 is load, 6 is voltage feedback coefficient. The
operation principle of the generator set is that the PMG outputs
three-phase AC power under the driving of prime mover, the
three-phase AC power is converted to DC power through the
uncontrollable diode rectifier, the DC power can be supplied
directly to the DC power load, and can also be supplied to the AC
power load after converted by the inverter. When the load
changes, the output voltage of the generator is kept constant at
given value by adjusting the speed of prime mover, the voltage
transformer (PT) collects the DC voltage outputted by the diode
rectifier as the voltage feedback signal, real- time regulation the
fuel control mechanism of the prime mover by voltage close loop
feedback control. When the load changes, by increasing or
decreasing the supply of fuel to increase or decrease the speed of
prime mover, so as to realize the adjustment of generator set's
output voltage without static error.

Figure 3. Structure diagram of the power supply.

3.2. Dynamic Regulating Process of Generator Set
When the load changes, the process to realize the
adjustment of generator set's output voltage without static
error by the voltage close loop feedback control is as follows:
When the load is constant, the voltage feedback signal is equal
to the given signal, the output voltage of the generator is
maintained at a given value. If the load suddenly increases, the
increasing of the armature current will result in the decreasing
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of generator's voltage, at the same time, because of the
increasing of load torque, the speed of prime mover will
decreased, which will further decreasing generator's voltage,
resulting the voltage feedback signal U is less than the voltage
given signal U n∗ , ∆U n >0, the PI regulator output control
signal to increases the fuel supply of the prime mover to
increase its speed and torque, until the output voltage of the
generator is stabilized at given value. If the load suddenly
decreases, the decreasing of the armature current will result in
the increasing of generator's voltage, at the same time,
because of the decreasing of load torque, the speed of prime
mover will increased, which will further increasing
generator's voltage, resulting the voltage feedback signal U is
greater than the voltage given signal U n∗ , ∆U n <0, the PI
regulator output control signal to decreases the fuel supply of
the prime mover to decrease its speed and torque, until the
output voltage of the generator is stabilized at given value.
The purpose of maintaining the output voltage of the generator
constant achieved by adjusting the speed of the prime motor,
and overcome the defect of PMG that can't stabilize output
voltage by regulating the excitation current.

4. Simulation and Experimental
Research
4.1. Simulation Research on the System
According to the formula (1), if you want to obtain the
external characteristic curve of the generator by the analytical
method, the real-time accurate parameter values of X d and

X q are needed. The diversity of PMG's rotor structure leads
to the complexity distribution of the magnetic field, coupled
with the impact of the strong coupling of stator and rotor, the
saturation of magnetic and other factors, it is difficult to get
accurate parameter values of X d and X q , the common
analytical method, the finite element method and the
experimental method are difficult to obtain real-time effective
reactance parameter values of X d and X q . Therefore, this
paper using Ansoft Maxwell and Simplorer softwares to
conduct the field circuit coupling simulation to obtain the
external characteristic curve of the generator.
In order to facilitate the compared and analyzed of
simulation data and the measured results, the finite element
software is used to establish the simulation model of an
existing surface-mounted PMG. The rated parameters of the
prototype are: I N =20A, U N =180V, E0 =220V, R1 =0.8 Ω ,

f N =25Hz,

R1

L2

R2

nN =100r/min. According to the actual

parameters of the prototype, the Maxwell Ansoft is used to
establish the simulation model of the prototype, and it is
imported into the voltage loop simulation circuit which is built
by Simplorer, and the simulation model shown in Figure 4.
The voltmeter VM1 is used to measure the DC voltage and
output feedback signal, the output of SUM2 is as the given
speed of the prime mover Engine, V_REF is a DC voltage of a
given value, inductance L1, L2, L3 used to equivalent
generator's end inductance, resistance R2, R1, R3 used to
equivalent generator's phase resistance, C1 for the filter
capacitor, resistor RL is used to simulate the resistive load, by
changing the value of RL to equivalent the change of load.
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Figure 4. Circuit model of co-simulation.
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In order to show the relationship between the output voltage
of the generator, the speed of the prime mover and the armature
current intuitively, taking prime mover speed and armature
current as variable, Through the open loop simulation, the
natural characteristic surface figure of the generator is shown in
Figure 5. Given the prime mover running at rated speed, to
change the armature current by changing the value of RL,
getting the generator's characteristic curve shown in Figure 7 by
open-loop simulation, the horizontal axis is represented by the
per unit of armature current.

300

In the experiment, two motor with the same rated
parameters fixed on the towing platform, and the prototype is
used as generator and the three-phase output terminal of the
generator is connected with three phase resistance box,
another as the prime mover driven by inverter. In the
experiment, the speed of generator is maintained at rated
speed, by changing the resistance of the resistance box to
realize the armature current of the generator increased from 0
to rated current, the external characteristic curve of the
generator obtained by experiment shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 5. The surface figure of PMG’s natural characteristic.

Figure 7. External characteristic curves.
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You can see from the Figure 7, the changing trend of
prototype's external characteristic curves obtained by
simulation and experiment is basically consistent, which
proves the feasibility and reliability of co-simulation method,
co-simulation method can auxiliary the analyze and design of
generator. According to the experimental results, the no-load
back EMF of the generator is 218V, when rated load, the
output voltage of the generator is 175.4V, and the inherent
voltage regulation rate of the generator is:
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Figure 6. Simulation curves of speed varies with load.

According to the distribution and change trend of the color
in Figure 5, which representatives the size of generator's
output voltage, it is clear to see when the load changes, how to
adjust the speed of the prime mover to maintain the output
voltage constant, and it can be seen how the output voltage of
the generator varies with the load fluctuation when the prime
mover speed is constant, the rule of change is consistent with
the conclusion of the previous analytical analysis.
Respectively, the output phase voltage of the generator
maintained at 240V, 220V, 200V and 180V, the relationship
curves between the speed of prime mover and the size of load
obtained by the closed loop simulation shown in Figure 6.

∆U =

E0 − U
218－175.4
%＝
% = 24.29%
UN
175.4

(3)

It can be known that the voltage regulation rate of the
hidden pole PMG is too high to meet the load demand without
reasonable measures. Although the salient pole structure can
be used to reduce the voltage regulation rate of the PMG,
However, no matter what kind of rotor structure is used, it is
difficult to maintain the output voltage of generator during the
change load, and it is difficult to meet the load demand on the
quality of the power supply voltage.
In the experimental process, the generator is subjected to
pure resistive load, the speed of prime mover in the change of
resistance of resistance box is adjusted at the same time, the
output voltage of the generator is kept constant at 240V, 220V,
200V and 180V respectively, obtaining the relationship curves
between the speed of prime mover and the per unit of armature
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and consistent with the theoretical analysis results. The power
generation technology proposed in this paper can be applied to
the distributed generation in independent operation, which has
a certain reference value for the application and research of
the PMG set.

current shown in Figure 8.
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